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READ ME! 
See the Information Board for further info about workshops, program changes, and other activities.

Workshifts for All! 
Workshifts are the way this conference works. We count on all conference attendees for two hours of 
work, as a minimum. We need your cooperation in order to have good food on time, quality childcare, a
trash-free site, and quick responses in emergencies. Plus, workshifts are a great way to get to know 
other people. Sign up at the registration table and make sure to show up for your shift. 

Parking 
You are free to access your car in the parking field at any time. Please do not make excessive noise in 
the parking area especially at night. We want to keep our neighbors happy with us. If you have limited 
mobility there is a special parking area for you. Ask someone at Registration and they will direct you.

Stay in conference areas
Please do not go into the main area of Twin Oaks unless you are on a guided tour or during the 
Saturday night dance party at ZK, the community's main dining hall. It's not that we don't love you. 
This event has a big impact on the community and we need to minimize that where we can.

Announcements 
Conference organizers and others will be making announcements throughout the weekend. Please help 
us out by quieting down when someone is making an announcement. If you want an announcement 
made, you can write it down and put it in the box at the registration table. 

Fires and Quiet Hours
Please do not make fires anywhere except the fire circle in the Main Circle. Please observe quiet hours 
starting at 11pm. Normal conversation volume is fine in the Main Circle, but discontinue drums or 
other loud instruments, and please be quiet in the camping areas so people can sleep. If people ask you 
to quiet down please be cooperative in your response.

River, Riverfield, and Mudpit 
The River, Riverfield, and Mudpit are available all day for swimming, mudpit, frisbee, etc. Please play 
carefully—there is no lifeguard. It’s a 30-minute walk down the River Trail. Take a map and follow the 
blue dots on the trees and the “River” signs. 
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Schedule
Friday Schedule
3:00pm Registration opens

4:00 – 6:00pm Tour of Twin Oaks

6:00 – 7:30pm Dinner

7:30 – 10:00pm Evening program: 
• Welcome and introduction
• Transparency Tools
• When You’re Told You Dream Too Big
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Saturday Schedule
7:30 – 9:00am Breakfast

9:00 – 9:30am Opening Circle: Announcements and ice breakers

9:30am – Noon Meet the Communities

10:00am – Noon Tour of Twin Oaks

Noon – 1:30pm Lunch

Noon – 6:00pm Traditional Lakota sweat lodge (fire lit at noon; ceremony at 3pm)

1:30 – 3:15pm Workshops

Pavilion Dome Ladyslipper Crossroads

Panel discussion 
with the Federation 
of Egalitarian 
Communities

Consensus 201: 
Different levels of 
agreement for a 
consensus proposal

Organizing 
Community? 
Remember PC2

The Community 
Land Trust: 
Networking Wealth

3:30 – 5:30pm Tour of Twin Oaks

3:45 – 5:30pm Workshops

Pavilion Dome Ladyslipper Crossroads

The Parable of the 
Sower Intentional 
Community

Culture Hacking 101: How 
to Create a Participatory, 
Intentional Culture For 
Your Community

Legal Clinic Mutual Credit and 
Sociocracy

6:00 – 7:30pm Dinner

7:30 – 9:30pm Documentary screening at the Pavilion

8:00 – late Desserts and dance party at ZK (Twin Oaks dining hall)
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Sunday Schedule
7:30 – 9:00am Breakfast

9:00 – 11:00am Tour of Twin Oaks

9:00 – 10:45am Workshops

Pavilion Dome Ladyslipper  Crossroads

Creating Fertile 
Ground for 
Community

Boundaries: Speaking
Truth, Meeting 
Needs, and Releasing 
Attachments

The Role of ICs in 
Manifesting a New 
Paradigm/Next System

Overview of the new
Urban Kibbutz 
Movement

11:00am – Noon Open Space Organizing

Noon – 1:15pm Lunch

1:00 – 4:00pm Open Space Sessions

4:00 – 4:30pm “Closing” Circle

5:00 – 9:30pm Open Houses at local communities

5:00 – 9:30pm Tour, dinner and activities at Acorn Community

6:00 – 7:00pm Dinner at conference site

7:30 – 9:30pm Documentary screening at the Pavilion

Monday Schedule
7:30 – 9:00am Breakfast

9:00am – Noon Exploring the Global Ecovillage Movement and Planning for the 
Future in Community

Noon – 1:00pm Lunch

1:00 – 4:00pm Freedom Songs, Liberation Storytelling, Music for the People

All day Self-organized Open Space

5:00 – 6:30pm Dinner
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Program Descriptions
Tours of Twin Oaks Community
Friday, 4:00 – 6:00pm
Saturday, 10:00am – Noon
Saturday, 3:30 – 5:30pm
Sunday, 9:00 – 11:00am
Meet at Main Registration Tent

Twin Oaks is the country's oldest and largest secular, income-sharing, intentional community. You'll get
an extensive look at the community and an understanding of how this unique model of cooperative 
living functions.

Friday Evening Program
Friday, 7:30 – 10:00pm, Pavilion

After an introduction and announcement, Paxus Calta of Point A will introduce several Transparency 
Tools to help participants meet and start engaging with each other. Afterwards, we’ll have a 
presentation by Aleta and others:

When You’re Told You Dream Too Big

Hillary Clinton was told by the first black president Barack Obama that becoming the first woman 
nominated for president by a major party was one of the most empowering moments in history. But 
today, after being over policed, under protected, pushed out and forgotten, black women organizers still
struggling to access the resources necessary to claim their own sovereignty.

A group of black women from the Free Marissa Now (FMN) mobilization campaign, in an effort to 
realize their own liberation, are working towards a collective solution to meeting basic human needs for
themselves and their  families: The Parable of the Sower Intentional Community Cooperative. Around 
the globe women have set up non-traditional housing cooperatives that still exist today. Some of the 
most noteworthy sustainable housing has been the Bora Morte in Bahia, Brazil, Asusuma in Africa, and
La sociadad in Latin America. Named after the book by Octavia Butler, a black female science fiction 
author,, The Parable of the Sower Intentional Community takes inspiration from these cooperatives, as 
well as intentional communities in the US.

This presentation will explore connections between the growing Black Lives Matter and related 
movements, intentional communities in the US and other countries, and the role of youth in these 
movements.

Meet the Communities
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Saturday, 9:30am – Noon, Main Circle

In the first part of this activity, each community represented will have 1 minute to describe themselves 
to the crowd, and then identify where they'll be sitting. In the second part, participants mill and mingle 
amongst the congregated communitarians, asking questions and networking.

Traditional Lakota sweat lodge 
Saturday, fire lit at Noon, ceremony at 3pm, Sweat Lodge

This lodge will be lead by Kyle Scaggs, a sundancer in the Lakota tradition. This is a traditional sweat 
lodge, not a sauna. Modest dress and an open mind and heart are required. Please read the information 
page on the Info Board if you'd like to participate. 

Documentary Screening
Saturday and Sunday, 7:30pm, Pavilion

We’re excited to screen the documentaries Holding Ground and Gaining Ground, about the Dudley 
Street Neighborhood Initiative in Boston, MA. These documentaries detail an amazing story of 
neglected neighborhood challenging gentrification and discrimination to take control of it’s destiny. It’s
an inspiring story of a neighborhood creating a level of community most people never would have 
thought possible.  

Party over here!
Saturday, 8:00 – Late, ZK (Twin Oaks main dining hall)

What conference would be complete without a dance party? Come get down in the heart of Twin Oaks. 
Dessert will be served.

Open Space
Sunday, organizing at 11am, Pavilion, Sessions after lunch in various locations

Open Space is an opportunity for any participant to offer a workshop or catalyze a discussion on any 
topic you want. Participants will make their pitch during the Organizing session, and all participants 
will work together to determine the schedule for the afternoon sessions.

Open House at local communities
Sunday, 5:00 – 9:30pm, Living Energy Farm, Cambia, and Sapling
Louisa County has had several new communities start over the last few years. Living Energy Farm 
aims to be a fossil fuel free community. Cambia’s focus is on families and interpersonal relationships. 
Sapling is working towards a classic commune model. Spend some time Sunday evening at one or 
more of these communities, find out what life in a new community is like, and get inspired. Light fare 
will be provided at each community. 
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Tour, dinner and activities at Acorn Community
Sunday, 5:00 – 9:30pm, Acorn Community

At Acorn community, choose between 3 tours which will start promptly at 5:00. One will be a general 
tour. One tour will focus on our small-scale livestock programs; it will include chickens, pigs, goats, 
cows, extensive walking, and poison ivy. One tour will focus on our business, Southern Exposure Seed 
Exchange, including variety selection, flow of seeds from harvest to shipment, and a brainstorm of 
factors contributing to our success without bosses. We will serve dinner at 6pm, play music, and light a 
bonfire (smaller then the bonfires we've lit other years). Activities at Acorn end at 9:30.
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Workshop Descriptions and
Presenter Bios
Panel discussion with members from the Federation of 
Egalitarian Communities
Saturday, 1:30 – 3:15pm, Pavilion

FEC communities represent some of the oldest communities in the US, and some of the most 
contemporary, all within the framework of intensive resource sharing and collective responsibility. 
Come here from members of the FEC about the challenges and responses to the conflicts and 
contradictions of fulfilling their goals and living by their stated ideals. 

The panel will include members of several FEC communities. The panel will be moderated by Thomas 
Vecchio, who has lived in community for more than twenty years, at Twin Oaks, Acorn, Ganas, a 
Catholic Worker, and Sapling. 

Consensus 201: Different levels of agreement for a consensus 
proposal
Saturday, 1:30 – 3:15pm, Dome

Having someone block consensus is so challenging that many communities adopt a vote override as a 
back door. This workshop explores the challenges of consensus decision making and how to use a 
block to strengthen the decision. It includes how the group decides what is a valid block; what the 
responsibilities are of the blocker and the group; how to override a block that is not valid. We might 
even do a role play!

Martie Weatherly is a founding partner, resident and facilitator for Liberty Village Cohousing outside of
Frederick MD. She is passionate about consensus and has provided consulting and training to her own 
community as well as those of Mid Atlantic Cohousing, of which she is a board member. 

Organizing Community? Remember PC2
Saturday, 1:30 – 3:15pm, Ladyslipper

Organizing community is a lot like...community organizing. There is a strong inter-connection among 
four key components: your mission, your "brand," your organizing, and your fundraising.  This 
workshop will explore those interconnections and we'll together discuss how to use them to develop 
your community from any stage to any stage. The bottom line we will work with is 
 PC2: how and why to be persistent, consistent, personal, clear--in an era when these things seem to be 
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unusual and even unpopular.

Beth Raps is the founder of RAISING CLARITY, a moneycoaching, coaching and 
nonprofit/entrepreneurial consulting practice. She's an experienced grassroots organizer and fundraiser 
and co-founding member of Donald's View intentional community.

The Community Land Trust: Networking Wealth
Saturday, 1:30 – 3:45pm, Crossroads

How do we distinguish a Community Land Trust from a Private Trust or a Corporate Trust?   The 
intrepid Googler can find many definitions and treatises on this subject but the end result depends on 
where you are coming from and what you are looking for.  I’ve been asked: “How does a private land 
trust differ from a community land trust?” and the simple answer is an “individual owns the land in a 
private trust   while a community   owns the land in a community land trust.  But this can be deceptive. 
If you wish to own land “privately” I suggest you hire a good attorney.  If you are interested in 
protecting, preserving and sharing the opportunities afforded those in possession of use rights to land 
then the Community Land Trust may provide the a model for creating wealth and sustaining a life of 
quality, security and beauty or the “good life” you may desire. * The workshop will include a brief 
history of the CLT in the U. S., explore the relation of Land to Labor and Capital, and delineate the 
varieties of Trust which can own and control the use of land. * The heart of the presentation, however, 
will be about defining what we mean by Community Land Trust, its many varieties, and SoL’s unique 
model which encompasses its Educational Mission.   A goal of that educational mission is to remove 
LAND from private ownership and oligarchic control and return these Community Created Values 
(CCV) to the Commons. * The FORUM will include the collective experience and expertise of those 
who wish to participate in a discussion of the current status of the Communities Land Trust Movement 
and the opportunities and constraints that this form of land ownership presents to the participants 
whether they are leaseholders, trustees or supporting members of the at large community (locally and 
globally).

Karen Stupski and Rita Jane Kiefert  are long time members of SoL and participants in SoL's 
Communities. They are experienced in formulating, administering and executing the legal structure of 
SoL's Land Trust. Brenda Carr is Clerk and Chair of the Education Committee.

The Parable of the Sower Intentional Community
Saturday, 3:45 – 5:30pm, Pavilion

The Parable of the Sower Intentional Community Cooperative’s mission is to provide a 
transformational justice housing community that provides a creative strategy space for Black mother 
organizers involved in movement organizing, and domestic violence/sexual abuse work. These women 
have been on the front lines of the terror in their lives through the Black Lives Matter Movement and 
the Black Liberation Movement. These women give to the movement even when their basic needs and 
safety have not been met. They collectively look forward to being able to make systemic change.

Named after the book by Octavia Butler, this community will provide trainings and political education 
while also providing the basic human needs of safety, work, child care, housing and food. Join 
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organizers for this forming community to learn about the history and basis of this project, their current 
activities, and their plans for the future.

Culture Hacking 101: How to Create a Participatory, Intentional
Culture For Your Community
Saturday, 3:45 – 5:30 pm, Dome

Much of what we learn comes not from the content of our education, but from the culture and 
environment we are in. Creating a healthy and positive culture should be a top priority -- but can be 
difficult to talk about. What if creating culture didn’t have to be a terrible challenge? What if it your 
community could get into it right away?

You can achieve this by making community norms explicit and the process through which they are 
changed participatory, iterative, and clear. 

Join Agile Learning Facilitators Drew Hornbein & Rochelle Hudson to explore Agile Learning Center 
tools and practices that help people realize their agency to identify, shift, upgrade, and impact their 
community’s culture. Learn about the Community Mastery Board and Change-up Meetings that 
introduce community agreements through a participatory and iterative process.

Drew is a metacognition enthusiast who works with the FEC and Agile Learning Centers, among other 
radical ventures. Rochelle helps people create more dynamic, resilient relationships via the Blueprint of
We and Agile Learning Center tools. Abram is a community-oriented Educator & Social Innovator.

Legal Clinic
Saturday, 3:45 – 5:30 pm, Ladyslipper

Are you forming or planning to form an income sharing commune? Thinking through and thoughtfully 
implementing a legal structure and agreements and choosing a tax status might be tedious and 
confusing but can also be vitally important to the success of your collective. This workshop will open 
with a short introduction framing the importance of:
Choosing a legal entity (LLC, corporation, LCA)
Choosing a tax status (S corp, partnership, 501(d), 501(c)7)
Choosing which documents and agreements to put in place legally (operating agreement/bylaws, 
foundational policies) in order to manage legal risk, minimize taxation, and put safeguards in place 
against existential threats to the commune. After the introduction the presenters will work with 
attendees on their specific issues and questions, providing guidance when able and connection to 
relevant resources. Come prepared with your questions!

Jenny Hoffpauir is one of the founders of an egalitarian, income-sharing commune in DC. Jenny is also
a corporate attorney in Washington, DC with experience advising start-ups and non-profits. She is 
currently focused on creating a tax and legal template for urban income-sharing communes as part of 
the commune in a box project. Her commune is also contemplating creating a cooperative business 
incubator. For fun, Jenny works in human resources and hangs out in chocolate shops.
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Mutual Credit and Sociocracy
Saturday, 3:45 – 5:30 pm, Crossroads

The rCredits mutual credit system together with the Sociocratic decision making process are a powerful
tool for creating intentional community, empowering existing communities and in general raising 
awareness of the importance of sovereignty and issuing the money we use.  rCredits has proven the 
concept in Greenfield, MA  and is ready to start expanding.  This workshop could give the conference 
attendees a powerful new tool for community building.

John G Root JR has spent his life living and working with people with disabilities in the Cadmus 
Lifesharing Association, an intentional community, in Great Barrington, MA. He is now Senior Policy 
Analyst for Common Good Finance, founding member of the Future is Now Festival, and President of 
Just Abundance, Inc.  

Creating Fertile Ground for Community
Sunday, 9:00 – 10:45am, Pavilion

It’s easy to get overwhelmed when you want to create social change, but don’t know how. Nicole walks
you through the key steps of tilling your soil to create fertile ground for growing a real sense of 
community in your life. This workshop will help you determine your main mission, how to find fellow 
advocates for it, as well as provide tips and tools to see it through. Here you will find practical advice 
with opportunities for self-reflection using group participation to illustrate the actual process and 
determine the focus our session takes.

Things we will cover:
• How to attract members for your mission that are right for the group’s purpose.
• How to screen for prospective participants who will be positive additions to your cause, and 

avoid the heartache of expulsion later. 
• Ways to disseminate your message that brings the people you are looking for to you instead of 

you hunting and looking for them.
• Resources such as books, websites and social platforms, as well as thought leaders to turn to 

that will help you effectively serve your mission.
• Learn from the common mistakes others often make when creating a group, organization, or 

social change project so you may choose differently.

Nicole Bienfang has dedicated her life to increasing the impact social change makers have on society. 
She is a research driven, lifelong learner, who uses that knowledge to build stronger relationships 
among communities and with individuals from around the world. 

Boundaries: Speaking Truth, Meeting Needs, and Releasing 
Attachments
Sunday, 9:00 – 10:45am, Dome
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How many of us say “yes” to things we don’t actually want out of guilt or a fear of losing connection?  
In many ways, “no” is the most daring and intimate response possible – if I can hear your “no”, I can 
trust your “yes.”  We’ll practice the skills of self-awareness, transparency, and non-attachment, which 
help us find the space of mutually desired connection that is available with each person.

Sarah Taub teaches relationship and community skills and helps groups deepen their intimacy. She co-
organizes "New Culture" events aimed at creating a culture based on love and freedom.  Sarah lives at 
Chrysalis Community in Arlington, VA and at Allegheny Crest Intentional Village in Mt. Storm, WV.

The Role of ICs in Manifesting a New Paradigm/Next System
Sunday, 9:00 – 10:45am, Ladyslipper

More and more people are beginning to believe that the current system(s) existing in the US and much 
of the world is so broken as to be likely irreparable and that we need to start focusing on creating a new
one.  The Democracy Collaborative created the Next System Project to focus on that.  The New 
Economy Coalition and the network of Worker Owned Cooperatives are planning conferences this 
summer which have a similar focus.

This workshop contends that IC's have the potential to play a major role in this process.  IC's are, in a 
sense, miniature new systems and can serve as examples and models.  In addition we have land to grow
food on, skills and resources and a ton of experience on how to get along.

The intent is to have an interactive discussion on how we might do that.

Jack Strasburg is a Peace, Justice & Environmental activist. He served on the Pax Center board for 20 
years. Organized and raised funds for the Navajo/Hopi elder groups to go to the United Nations Human
Rights Commission regarding relocation. He is certified in permaculture design and facilitated the 
creation of the first native teaching team. Jack is a founding member of the Green Party and a college 
educated Viet Nam Veteran. 

Overview of the new Urban Kibbutz Movement
Sunday, 9:00 – 10:45am, Crossroads

The new Israeli kibbutz movement consists of between 100-200 communes, all established over the last
20-30 years. This session will examine the historical process which has led to the creation of several 
movements/federations of anarcho-socialist communities in present day Israel. The presenter will 
present his urban kibbutz as a case study, leaving ample time for questions.

Anton Marks is a member of Kibbutz Mishol, the largest Urban Kibbutz in Israel. Until his temporary 
relocation to the US, he was general secretary of the Intentional Communities Desk (ICD), editor of its 
journals C.A.L.L. (English) and KOL (Hebrew), and a member of the International Communal Studies 
Board.
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Monday Program
Overview
This year’s Monday program has 3 parts, 2 formal presentations plus an open invitation. The formal 
presentations will happen in the Pavilion. 

Exploring the Global Ecovillage Movement and Planning for the
Future in Community
9:00am – Noon, Pavilion

Part 1: A movement of ecovillages is alive around the world. Thousands of communities - traditional, 
intentional, and urban - are developing as centers for integrated sustainability, sustainability across 
social, environmental, cultural, and economic sectors.

We’ll explore the ecovillage movement, its fundamental aspects, as well as the vast networks of people 
and organizations supporting its mission. Engage in group activities, a multi-media presentation and 
play-shop with an inspiring deck of "Ecovillage Cards”. You will leave with a plentitude of resources 
for how to plug into the movement, with projects both at home and abroad.

Part 2: What does the next generation of community look like? Who will be its leaders? How can we 
support both older and younger generations in making the transition? Join us for a collaborative 
session, as we turn our gaze to the future and ask these important questions. The space will be lightly 
facilitated to encourage sharing stories, supporting each other, and generating solutions together. 

Freedom Songs, Liberation Storytelling, Music for the People
1:00am – 4:00pm, Pavilion

Songs and storytelling have provided us a way to move from constricted words to voices of freedom 
and emancipation. It takes us out of the head to a unified spirit during our organizing, agitation and 
education campaigns for liberation. Local campaigns have included action convergences and 
simultaneous actions that broaden the narrative and connect our community struggles. Using 
storytelling and freedom songs allowed us to create unity amongst forces that had language barriers and
class divides. We have an opportunity to expand the narrative and our demands to expose the systemic 
injustice that, in particular, criminalizes women of color, survivors of violence, and young people.

In this session we’ll look at recent examples of campaigns that succeeded and failed as a backdrop for 
the singing and storytelling that can help lead to future victories. We will sing songs that proclaim our 
liberation through six languages in the African Diaspora and we will include the newest songs from the 
Black Lives Matter and Black Liberation Movement and freedom songs from the 1960's.
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Self-Organized Open Space
All day, wherever you can find space

While the formal presentations are happening in the Pavilion, you are welcome to congregate in the 
other spaces around the site to scheme, dream, connect, and enjoy. No pre-planning necessary. This will
be self-organized and managed. You will be responsible for negotiating space amongst yourself, but 
approach it with some good natured flexibility and there should be plenty of room for everyone.
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